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Abstract
A cross-regime (L-mode, I-mode and H-mode) database combining scrape-off layer (SOL)
power decay length λq divertor measurements and upstream SOL electron pressure, temperature
and density decay lengths has been assembled at ASDEX Upgrade. It is found that a cross-
regime λq scaling is best described by a local edge quantity, such as the edge electron pressure
evaluated at ρpol=0.95. Furthermore, λq exhibits a clear correlation with edge electron pressure
gradient lengths, no matter if taken inside or outside the separatrix. In addition, the database
reveals that SOL and pedestal electron pressure gradients are remarkably well correlated across
all confinement regimes. The physical interpretation of this observation is discussed with regard
to an edge pressure critical gradient paradigm governing the edge physics and to a turbulence
spreading in the SOL. Moreover, it is shown that the Spitzer–Härm electron conduction regime
is a reasonable approximation to estimate λq across different confinement regimes. The main
implication of these findings is that a widening of λq is linked to a reduction of edge electron
pressure gradients.

Keywords: power exhaust, scrape-off-layer, divertor, tokamak, L-mode, I-mode, H-mode

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Power exhaust is one of the key challenges on the way to
commercial fusion power plants. In a diverted tokamak, the
power crossing the separatrix enters a region called the
scrape-off layer (SOL), which is characterized by magnetic
field lines intercepting the first wall. The related heat flux, if
not lost by volumetric processes in the SOL, reaches the
divertor target plates and must not exceed material limits [1].
One of the key quantities that sets the peak heat flux entering
the divertor chamber is the so-called exponential power decay
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length in the SOL, λq. The value of this quantity strongly
affects the operational window of ITER and of any other next
step fusion device in terms of the permissible values of the
fusion power and power gain Q [2–4].

Even though in the last years some progress has been
made in the fundamental understanding of what sets the
power fall-off length [5–7], it remains mainly an empirical
science governed by scaling laws. In this respect, a major
effort was carried out in 2011 in assembling a multi-machine
database of H-mode power decay lengths [8], which have
been evaluated between Edge Localized Modes (ELMs)
[9, 10]. It was shown that λq scales approximately inversely
with the poloidal magnetic field at the outer midplane and that
such scaling is independent of machine size. More recently, a
new attempt to find a cross-regime (L, I and H-mode) λq
scaling was carried out at Alcator C-Mod [11]. It was found
that the power decay length exhibits a dependence on
volume-averaged core plasma pressure across all confinement
regimes analyzed, l µ -pq

0.5. This may suggest that λq is
connected to global plasma parameters; however, the fact that
critical gradient models for core transport also depend on
pedestal top parameters can introduce a correlation between
edge and core (and, thus, between edge and global plasma
parameters). This can mask the actual physically relevant
dependence of λq on local edge plasma parameters. In order
to disentangle the effect of local and global parameters on λq,
it is of interest to investigate plasma discharges with similar
global parameters and different pedestal top values.

The present work reports on power decay length corre-
lation studies across different confinement regimes present at
ASDEX Upgrade (AUG), namely L-mode, I-mode, inter-
ELM H-mode and the recently achieved stationary ELM-free
H-mode [12]. Three main questions will be addressed
throughout this paper: (1) Is a cross-regime λq scaling better
described by global or local edge plasma parameters? (2) Is
there a connection between SOL and pedestal gradients? (3)
How are upstream (outer midplane) SOL decay lengths cor-
related to λq across different confinement regimes?

To answer the first question, we analyze a wide range of
discharges that allows us to break the correlation between
global and edge plasma parameters. In all these discharges,
the heat flux profile onto the divertor targets is inferred from
infrared cameras measurements [13]. Indeed, it is shown that
λq exhibits a clear correlation with a local edge plasma
parameter (the electron pressure measured at ρpol=0.95)
across all confinement regimes, while it shows a more scat-
tered correlation with global quantities such as the volume-
averaged core plasma pressure or the average poloidal
magnetic field.

To answer the second and third questions, the divertor
database is enriched with near-SOL electron pressure, temp-
erature and density decay lengths (l p

SOL
e

, lT
SOL

e
and ln

SOL
e

,
respectively) estimated from the edge Thomson scattering
system [14] installed at AUG. To the knowledge of the
authors, for the first time this allowed us to build a cross-
regime (L, I and H-mode) λq and lT n p, ,

SOL
e e e

database. In agree-
ment with earlier studies [15–17], it is shown that the relation

l l=q T
2

7
SOL

e
describes the correlation between λq at the

divertor and lT
SOL

e
at the outer midplane well across all con-

finement regimes analyzed, which are all in attached divertor
conditions. On the other hand, a larger scatter is found when
λq is plotted againstln

SOL
e
, suggesting a weaker role ofln

SOL
e

in
setting λq. Lastly, evidence of a strong correlation between
SOL and pedestal electron pressure gradients across all con-
finement regimes is shown. The physical interpretation of this
observation is discussed, in particular, with regard to a critical
edge pressure gradient paradigm governing the edge physics
[18, 19] and to a turbulence spreading model for the
SOL [20, 21].

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the
database is described. In section 3, the key diagnostics and the
evaluation method are shown. The scaling of λq with global
and local edge quantities is outlined in section 4, whereas
correlations between SOL and pedestal gradients are shown in
section 5. In section 6, the relation between upstream SOL
decay lengths and λq is discussed. Considerations of the
presented results are exposed in section 7 and, finally, in
section 8, the main conclusions are drawn.

2. Database

ASDEX Upgrade is a medium-size divertor tokamak [22] that
can perform discharges both in lower single null (LSN) and in
upper single null (USN) plasma configurations. The closed
lower outer divertor (vertical target) is composed of bulk
tungsten tiles inclined in the toroidal direction to prevent
leading edge formation. Therefore, the lower divertor is
optimized for one magnetic field direction. On the other hand,
the open upper divertor (horizontal target) is composed of
tungsten-coated graphite tiles that are not toroidally tilted,
allowing thus more flexibility in the magnetic field direction.
At AUG, L-mode and H-mode confinement regimes are
regularly achieved in both LSN and USN configurations.
However, the I-mode [23, 24] needs a higher H-mode power
threshold to be accessed. This is usually achieved by using
magnetic configurations with the ion ∇B drift pointing away
from the active X-point, i.e. the so-called unfavorable con-
figuration in terms of H-mode access. Plasma discharges in
the unfavorable configuration can be achieved in both the
LSN and USN configuration at AUG. However, in LSN, both
the toroidal magnetic field and the plasma current need to be
reversed in order to keep the same magnetic field line incli-
nation at the divertor tiles to avoid leading edges. On the
contrary, USN plasmas in unfavorable configuration are
achieved without reversing the plasma current direction, as
the divertor tiles are not optimized for one magnetic field line
inclination. Since reversing the plasma current limits the
usage of the NBI heating system due to strong ion orbit
losses, plasmas in the unfavorable configuration—and thus
I-modes as well—are more frequently studied in USN at
AUG. Therefore, in this work, I-mode discharges are all in
USN configuration, while L-mode and H-mode discharges are
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present in both LSN and USN configurations. This allowed us
to study L-mode and H-mode plasmas with both ion ∇B drift
directions (pointing to and away from the active X-point) and
with different divertor geometries (closed lower divertor
versus open upper divertor). LSN L-mode discharges
described in [25] are reexamined here. H-mode data were
taken between type-I-ELMs (both in LSN and USN config-
urations) and in stationary ELM-free plasmas [12] recently
achieved at AUG (only in LSN). The database consists of 34
discharges, among which 12 are in LSN, while 22 are in
USN. 16 discharges exhibit both L-mode and I-mode plas-
mas. To guarantee high-quality IR measurements, discharges
with impurity seeding and divertor detachment have not been
considered. Only deuterium discharges are considered in this
study.

Table 1 shows the parameter range covered in the data-
base. The energy confinement time is denoted τE, WMHD is
the plasma stored energy determined from the reconstructed
magnetic equilibrium, βpol is the poloidal beta, H98y,2 is the
energy confinement time normalized to the IPB98(y,2) scal-
ing law [26], Pheat is the heating power, Psep is the power
crossing the separatrix given by = - -P P W t Pd dsep heat rad,
where W is the total plasma energy and Prad is the power
radiated within the separatrix, ne is the line averaged electron
density measured by the DCN interferometer channel H-1,
which crosses the plasma core [27], Ip is the plasma current,
Bt is the toroidal magnetic field at the magnetic axis, δ is the
plasma triangularity and á ñBpol is the average poloidal
magnetic field defined as

ˆ
( )

m

p

m
p k

á ñ = =
k+

B
I

a

I

a2 2
, 1pol

0 p

1

2

0 p

2

where a is the minor radius, κ is the elongation of the plasma

and k̂ = k+1

2

2

.

3. Diagnostics and analysis technique

In this work, the most important measured quantities are
(i) the heat flux reaching the divertor targets, (ii) the scrape-
off layer (SOL) electron pressure, temperature and density
decay lengths and (iii) the electron pressure profile in the
confined region of the plasma. The heat flux onto the divertor
targets is inferred from surface temperature measurements
obtained with infrared (IR) cameras [13] installed on the low
field side of AUG. The lower outer divertor is observed with a
tangential view, whereas the upper divertor targets are mon-
itored using a poloidal view through a periscope. Both IR
cameras measure around a wavelength of 4.7 μm. The spatial
resolution for the lower outer target is 0.6 mm/pixel, while
for the upper outer (inner) target it is 2.3 mm/pixel (1.5 mm/
pixel). The different spatial resolution for the upper outer and
inner target is due to the viewing angle of the camera looking
at the upper divertor. The flux expansion fx between the outer
midplane and the lower outer, upper outer and upper inner
targets is about 6, 7, and 9.5, respectively. Therefore, the
spatial resolution at the outer midplane is ≈ 0.1, 0.3 and
0.15 mm, respectively. The camera frame rate is between 400
and 2130 Hz. These sampling frequencies are sufficient to
resolve inter-ELM phases, as the ELM frequency of the
analyzed H-mode discharges ranges between 10 and 70 Hz.
IR cameras measure the divertor target surface temperature
from which the heat flux is calculated using the implicit
version [28] of the THEODOR code [29]. Figure 1(e) shows
an example of a heat flux profile measured at the upper outer
divertor target. Data are fitted with the function [30]:

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( )

( )

l l l
= - - +q s

q S s

f

S s

Sf
q

2
exp

2
erfc

2
.

2

q q x q x

0
2

BG

where = -s s s0 is the location on target with the origin at
the strike line location s0, lq is the power decay length
mapped to the outer midplane via the flux expansion fx, S is
the power broadening also mapped to the outer midplane and
qBG is a background heat flux. In order to evaluate λq and S
within a certain time window Δt (about 50 ms), the following
method is carried out: First, the fitting function is applied to
each heat flux profile within the time interval Δt. Second,
only pairs of λq and S satisfying the condition λq/S�1.5 are
taken into account. This condition is chosen because when
λq;S, the λq measured at the divertor target is strongly
influenced by the Gaussian broadening taking place in the
divertor chamber. Lastly, the median of all the λq (and S)
values within the time window is calculated. An example of
the λq and S time evolutions calculated with the aforemen-
tioned method are shown in figures 1(a) and (b). Other
important plasma parameters used in this work are the SOL
electron pressure, temperature and density decay lengths.
SOL profiles are routinely measured by a vertical Thomson
Scattering (TS) system [14] with a time resolution of 120 Hz,
from which SOL electron temperature and density decay
lengths lT

SOL
e

and ln
SOL

e
can be calculated. From here on, the

subscript ‘SOL’ is omitted for reading purposes and it will be

Table 1. Parameter range of the ASDEX Upgrade discharges
analyzed.

L-mode I-mode
Type-I-ELM
H-mode

ELM-free
H-mode

Configuration USN/LSN USN USN/LSN LSN
Discharges 20 22 5 2
τE (ms) 32–192 38–140 53–213 180–210
WMHD (kJ) 68–310 204–394 259–611 270–300
βpol 0.2–1.1 0.4–1.2 0.6–1.0 0.7
H98y,2 0.5–0.9 0.7–0.9 0.8–1.3 0.9–1.0
Pheat (MW) 0.5–4.2 2.1–4.2 1.4–6.6 1.4–1.7
Psep (MW) 0.2–2.6 1.7–2.8 0.5–3.7 0.5–0.8
ne (10

19 m−3) 1.4–5.5 2.4–6.0 4.9–9.4 7.8–8.4
Ip (MA) 0.6–1 0.6–1 0.8–1 0.8
á ñBpol (T) 0.2–0.4 0.2–0.4 0.3–0.4 0.3
Bt (T) 2.5 1.8–3 2.5 2.5
δ 0.1–0.4 0.2–0.3 0.1–0.4 0.3

3
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used only when necessary. The separatrix position is eval-
uated following the model used in [31], where the electron
temperature at the separatrix is given by:

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )

k
=T

P L

A

7

4
, 3e e

sep sep c

0 SOL

2
7

where  pL q Rc cyl is the connection length from the outer
midplane to the divertor target, ASOL is the cross-sectional
area of the SOL perpendicular to the magnetic filed lines and

k 2000e
0 (eV)7/2 Wm−1 is the Spitzer–Härm conductivity

constant for electrons. By writing p l= á ñ á ñ
A R4 q

B

BSOL
pol

tor
,

with lá ñq being the poloidally averaged λq ( l lá ñ0.56q q for

typical AUG geometries [30]), and by using ˆ= k
á ñ

q B

B Acyl
tor

pol
and

A=R/a, we rewrite equation (3) as:

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ˆ

( )
k k l

»
á ñ

T
P q A7

16
. 4e e

q

sep sep cyl
2

0

2
7

Figure 1. Temporal evolution of SOL and divertor parameters along discharge #34239 exhibiting different confinement regimes. Power fall-
off length (a) and broadening (b) obtained from inner (◃ with dashed error bars) and outer (▹with line error bars) divertor heat fluxes.
L-mode, I-mode and H-mode phases are represented in gray, red and blue, respectively. (c) Electron pressure near-SOL decay length.
(d) Near-SOL decay lengths of electron density (triangles) and temperature (squares). Panel (e) shows the perpendicular heat flux profile
along the upper outer divertor and its fit with equation (2). Panels (f) and (g) show, respectively, edge electron temperature and density
profiles measured by Thomson Scattering (TS). Data selected for the exponential fit are depicted in dark gray. The red stars represent the
separatrix electron temperature and density.
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The separatrix temperature is evaluated with equation (4)
using λq from IR measurements. Once Te

sep is known, the
separatrix position (rsep) can be estimated and a subset of
selected data (between rsep−5 mm and rsep+9 mm) is fit-

ted with an exponential, i.e. ( )( ) = -
l
-

T r T expe e
r rsep

Te

sep , to

find the SOL electron temperature decay length lTe
. A similar

approach is used to evaluate the SOL electron density decay
length lne

. In order to have a more robust ensemble of
datapoints to minimize fitting errors, several TS profiles
within a long time window (about 300 ms) are collected
before carrying out the fit. Figures 1(f) and (g) show an
example of edge electron temperature and density profiles
mapped to the outer midplane. Once the SOL lTe

and lne
are

known, the electron pressure decay length is obtained using
the relation

( )l l l= +1 1 1 . 5p T ne e e

At AUG, electron temperature, density and pressure profiles
within the confined region of the plasma are evaluated
through integrated data analysis (IDA) [32], which combines
different diagnostics such as electron cyclotron emission,
lithium beam emission spectroscopy, DCN interferometry and
Thomson scattering. This allows us to obtain more accurate
profiles with reduced uncertainties. IDA profiles will be used
in this work to evaluate electron temperature, density and
pressure values at ρpol=0.95. Figure 1 shows an example of
how SOL and divertor quantities evolve together along a
discharge characterized by L-mode, I-mode and type-I-ELMy
H-mode phases. Panels (a) and (b) show λq and S, respec-
tively, measured at the inner (◃) and outer (▹) upper divertor
target and then mapped to the outer midplane. As already
shown in [17], λq gradually decreases when passing from L to
I-mode and it is reduced even more after the I–H transition.
Note that H-mode λq values are about a factor of 1.8 smaller
than those predicted by the scaling law in [30], which was
obtained in a carbon wall environment. Further studies to
address the dependency of λq on such plasma conditions are
envisaged at AUG. During the L-mode inner and outer
divertor λq values show a small discrepancy, withl l>q q

out inn,
as already found in [16]. The observed asymmetry could be
due to the vertical magnetic drifts of ions and the plasma
triangularity [5, 16, 25]. The broadening parameter S does not
show any large asymmetry between inner and outer divertors
across all confinement regimes, extending to I-mode and
H-mode what has been already observed in USN L-mode
discharges [16]. The variation of S along the three confine-
ment regimes is reminiscent of the λq change: It stays roughly
constant during the L-mode phase, then it decreases during
the I-mode and eventually remains constant at low values
during the H-mode. The SOL electron pressure decay length
evolution, panel (c), closely resembles the λq evolution,
exhibiting a constant gradual decrease going from L to
I-mode and from I to H-mode. Likewise, lTe

(squares in panel
(d)) shows a similar behavior to l pe

, even though its reduction
passing from I to H-mode is less marked. On the other hand,
lne

(triangles in panel (d)) evolves differently: it stays roughly
constant passing from L to I-mode, whereas it drops only after

the I–H transition [17]. In the following, error bars will be
omitted for visibility purposes. The relative error of lTe

and
lne

ranges between 5% and 15%, while the one of λq varies
approximately between 5% and 30%.

4. Cross-regime scaling of the power decay
length λq

One of the main goals of this study is to investigate whether a
cross-regime λq scaling is better described by global or local
edge plasma parameters. Figure 2 illustrates the relation
between the edge electron pressure evaluated at r = 0.95pol
(pe

95, which is the pedestal top electron pressure in I-mode and
H-mode) and the volume-averaged plasma pressure defined as

=p W V2

3 MHD , where V is the plasma volume. Due to some
H-mode data and few L and I-mode data outliers, the database
used in this work allows us to disentangle the dependency
between volume-averaged and edge plasma parameters. From
here on, different confinement regimes will be depicted with
the color and symbol code used in figure 2. Figure 3 shows
the relation between the average poloidal magnetic field and
λq. For the same á ñBpol , λq can assume different values
depending on the confinement regime. In particular, for
á ñ =B 0.31pol T, λq ä [0.8, 4.5] mm, spanning from L to
H-mode. This is in accordance with different pre-factors in
front of H-mode and L-mode λq scaling laws [11, 25, 30].

Figure 4(a) shows the SOL power fall-off length against
the volume-averaged plasma pressure p . Note that the defini-
tion of p is equivalent to the one used for the C-Mod studies in
[11], which led to the scaling [ ] ( [ ])l = -pmm 0.91 atmq

0.48

(or equivalently [ ] ( [ ])l = -pmm 8.35 kPaq
0.48). A nonlinear

regression of the form l = ´ aC pq is carried out and the
result is shown in figure 4(a) as a light green line. λq shows a
correlation with p (R2=0.62) with a similar exponent and
coefficient as in the C-Mod scaling (at AUG α=−0.52 and

Figure 2. Edge electron pressure evaluated at ρpol=0.95 against
volume-averaged plasma pressure. The database allows us to break
the dependence between global and local (edge) pressure quantities.
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C=7.57). However, for a volume-averaged plasma pressure
of 15 kPa, λq shows a large scatter in the range 0.9–4 mm.
Figure 4(b) shows the relation between λq and the edge elec-
tron pressure, pe

95. A nonlinear regression yields (R2=0.77):

[ ] ( [ ]) ( )l =  ´ - pmm 2.45 0.02 kPa . 6q e
95 0.34 0.01

The regression describes L-mode, I-mode and stationary ELM-
free H-mode data well, while representing an upper boundary
for inter-type-I ELM H-mode data. A conservative scaling for
the inter-type-I ELM H-mode data is given by halving the
regression coefficient. Overall, this regression is broadly con-
sistent with the scaling found at Alcator C-Mod, since all data
from different confinement regimes correlate well with one
plasma parameter related to the plasma pressure; however, at
AUG the edge electron pressure is found to be a more suitable
parameter for a λq scaling than a volume-averaged plasma
quantity, such as p . Indeed, as an edge local plasma parameter,
pe
95 should be more related to the SOL physics setting λq than a
global quantity such as p . This consideration is also supported
by recent HESEL simulations, which show that simulated
L-mode λq values scale remarkably well with the electron (and
ion) pressure gradient across the separatrix [33]. It should be
also noted that the present scaling law has been obtained with
discharges characterized by attached divertor conditions and no
impurity seeding. However, within these two operational
constraints (which were necessary to guarantee high-quality
heat flux measurements), plasma conditions were strongly
varied. The database contains not only a large variety of
pedestal profiles, but also L-mode and H-mode discharges with
different ion ∇B drift directions and different divertor geo-
metries. Therefore, it is important to notice the generality of
this scaling, which may highlight a possible unified physics
mechanism setting λq across different confinement regimes.

Table 2 summarizes the results of nonlinear regressions
of the form λq=C×Xα applied to different parameters. In
particular, the low R2 value obtained when Te

95 is used in the
nonlinear regression (R2=0.29) should be noted, in contrast
to the high values obtained with pe

95 (R2=0.77) and ne
95

(R2=0.71). Therefore, the edge electron temperature is
found to be a weak parameter for describing a cross-regime λq
scaling, in contrast to what has been found when analyzing
L-mode data alone [25, 34].

5. On the connection between SOL and pedestal
electron pressure gradients

To further investigate the reasons for the λq correlation with
pe
95, figure 5 shows the relation between λq and two edge

electron pressure quantities: the SOL electron pressure decay
length at the outer midplane l p

SOL
e

(panel (a)), which has been
calculated with equation (5), and the pedestal electron pres-
sure gradient length L p

ped
e

(panel (b)). If the pedestal profile is

best described by a straight line, as suggested in [35], L p
ped
e

can be simply estimated by:

· ( )= -


»
+ -

-
L

p

p

p p R R

p p2
, 7p

e

e

e e

e e

ped
95 sep sep 95

95 sepe

where the subscripts ‘sep’ and ‘95’ denote values taken at the
separatrix and r = 0.95pol , respectively. Both pe

sep and Rsep

are calculated with the method described in section 3.

A clear correlation can be noted between λq and both
l p

SOL
e

and L p
ped
e
, in particular, λq rises with l p

SOL
e

or L p
ped
e

increases. Also, the correlations show a similar trend: a cer-
tain value is observed ( l 5.5 mmp

SOL
e

and L 19p
ped
e

mm),
after which λq increases more strongly. This change coincides
with the transition from I to L-mode and could reflect the
larger radial turbulent transport usually found at the edge of
L-mode plasmas. Also, it is worth noting the different abso-
lute values of the pedestal and SOL gradient lengths, with the
SOL one being steeper than the pedestal one. This observa-
tion is in accordance with what was previously found at
Alcator C-Mod [18] and with 2D-fluid edge simulations [36],
namely that the electron pressure gradient exhibits a mini-
mum in the near-SOL. However, the larger values of pedestal
gradient lengths, w.r.t. the SOL, may be also partially
explained by the approximate estimation of the pedestal top
position, which is here assumed to be at ρpol=0.95. None-
theless, what should be retained from figure 5 is that the
steepening of edge pressure profiles (i.e. an increase of ped-
estal and core pressures) is statistically associated with a
reduction of λq. Note that this relation is not valid for only
one confinement regime, but it is present across all regimes
analyzed.

This consideration may have important consequences for
next step devices, since the ultimate goal of a fusion power
plant is to combine high core plasma pressure (which means
steep pedestal pressure gradients, as core profiles are mainly
stiff) with a good enough power exhaust solution, which

Figure 3. SOL power decay length λq against the average poloidal
magnetic field. L-mode (H-mode) á ñBpol values are shifted by + (−)
0.01 T for visibility purposes. At a fixed á ñBpol , λq spans over a broad
range of values depending on the confinement regime.
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largely depends on λq [2–4]. In addition, it is interesting to
notice that the correlation between λq and L p

ped
e

is broken by
few I-mode outliers. The I-mode plasma with λq≈4 mm is
the burst-dominated I-mode shown in [17]. In such dis-
charges, filamentary transport is suspected to broaden the
SOL width and, interestingly, the pressure pedestal gradient
length stays at the same typical I-mode values. This case is
adding up to other recent findings at AUG that show a
widening of the SOL temperature decay length in high-den-
sity H-mode discharges [15, 37].

Figure 6 shows the relation between the pedestal and
SOL electron pressure gradients ( L1 p

ped
e

and l1 p
SOL

e
,

respectively), here normalized to the AUG major radius
R=1.65 m. Remarkably, SOL and pedestal gradients appear
to be linearly correlated across all confinement regimes,
namely an increase of lR p

SOL
e

corresponds to an according

increase of R L p
ped
e

. To quantify their relationship, a linear fit
is applied to the data yielding (R2=0.83)

· ( )
l

= +
R

L

R
39.4 0.2 . 8

p p
ped SOL
e e

Data are all contained within the 15% error boundaries plotted
in figure 6 as black dashed lines. The reasons for the existence
of an offset are unclear at this stage.

6. Upstream SOL decay lengths across different
confinement regimes

In this section, the relationship between experimental λq, lTe

and lne
is studied across different confinement regimes. As

already shown in figure 1(d) and in [17, 38], SOL electron
temperature and density decay lengths behave differently in
L-mode, I-mode and H-mode discharges. Figure 7(a) shows
the relation between electron temperature lTe

and density lne

decay lengths across all analyzed confinement regimes.
H-mode discharges (both ELMy and stationary ELM-free
H-mode) are characterized by short temperature and density
SOL decay lengths, whereas L-mode discharges are usually
characterized by long temperature and density SOL decay
lengths. The well-heated L-mode discharges (i.e. close to the
L-H transition), however, can feature short temperature decay
lengths, similar to those of marginally-heated H-mode dis-
charges (i.e. close to the L-H transition), such as stationary
ELM-free H-mode discharges. On the other hand, I-mode
discharges are characterized by small lTe

and large lne
values.

This general behavior is reminiscent of the electron temper-
ature and density pedestal evolution across the different
confinement regimes. In figure 7(a), two lines representing
different gradient length ratios h l l= = 1e n Te e

and ηe=2
are depicted. L-mode and H-mode discharges are character-
ized by 1�ηe�2. This is in line with previous studies

Figure 4. Power decay length λq against (a) the volume-averaged plasma pressure p and (b) edge electron pressure evaluated at ρpol=0.95,
pe
95. Light green lines represent the results of a nonlinear regression of the form λq=C×Xα. The respective R2 values are shown in the
picture.

Table 2. Overview of selected regression results.

# C pe
95 [kPa] p [kPa] Te

95 [keV] ne
95 [1019 m−3] á ñBpol [T] R2

1 2.45 −0.34 — — — — 0.77
2 7.57 — −0.52 — — — 0.62
3 0.95 — — −0.67 — — 0.29
4 3.37 — — — −0.43 — 0.71
5 0.55 — — — — −1.23 0.19
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conducted at AUG for the type-I-ELMy H-mode regime [15];
however, I-mode discharges are characterized by ηe�2, due
to their H-mode-like lTe

(about 7 mm) and L-mode-like lne

(around 15 mm). This is highlighting the decoupling of SOL
electron density and temperature decay lengths that occurs in
I-mode plasmas. Figure 7(b) shows the relation between l pe

and lTe
, which are linked through l l l= +1 1 1p T ne e e

.
Substituting h = 1e and ηe=2 in the previous formula, one
can find the corresponding relations between SOL electron
pressure and temperature decay lengths, which are l =pe

lT
1

2 e
and l l=p T

2

3e e, respectively. As expected, most of the
dataset lies between those two lines except for the I-mode

discharges, which have ηe>2. What should be retained from
this graph is that l pe

and lTe
remain interconnected, even

though I-mode discharges have allowed us to enlarge the
dataset in the lne

-lTe
diagram. For this reason, disentangling

lTe
and l pe

dependencies with the present database remains
challenging. Nevertheless, the variety of combinations of
density and temperature SOL decay lengths, obtained thanks
to the cross-regime analysis, allows us to study their single
effect on λq. Figure 8(a) shows the relation between experi-
mentally measured λq and the electron temperature SOL
decay length lTe

across different confinement regimes at
AUG. If in the SOL most of the parallel heat transport is due
to electron conduction, λq and lTe

are related by the formula

l l=q T
2

7 e
[31]. Previous studies at AUG have shown that this

relation holds in L-mode [16], in a single I-mode discharge
[17] and H-mode discharges [15] (in the last case lTe

was
compared with λq estimated by scaling laws). Figure 8(a)
shows that all data cluster around the linel l=q T

2

7 e
across all

different confinement regimes. Therefore, it can be concluded
that at ASDEX Upgrade the Spitzer–Härm electron heat
conduction assumption gives a reasonable connection
betweenlTe

measured upstream and λq measured at the target.
Figure 8(b) shows the relation between λq and lne

across the
different confinement regime analyzed. For λq≈1.5 mm, lne

ranges between 7 and 20 mm; On the other hand, for
l » 17 mmne

, λq shows a large variation from 1 mm to about
4.5 mm. This plot suggests a weaker role of the SOL electron
density decay length in setting λq, when compared to that
of lTe

.

7. Discussion

Results from the present study highlight a correlation between
SOL and pedestal electron pressure gradients that holds
across all analyzed confinement regimes (figure 6). This
finding allows us to address two main points:

Figure 5. SOL power decay length λq against (a) SOL electron pressure decay length and (b) pedestal electron pressure gradient length, L p
ped
e
.

L-modes, I-modes, inter-ELM H-modes and stationary ELM-free H-modes are represented in gray circles, red squares, blue triangles and
light blue diamonds, respectively.

Figure 6. Normalized pedestal electron pressure gradient against the
normalized SOL electron pressure gradient. The result of a linear fit
is depicted as a green line. Dashed black lines represent the 15%
error boundaries that encompass all data. Remarkably, SOL and
pedestal electron pressure gradients are correlated across all
confinement regimes.
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(i) The nature of λq scaling with pe
95. The link between

SOL and pedestal electron pressure gradients ultimately
leads to a scaling of λq with pe

95: if pedestal width and
the separatrix pressure do not change significantly, a
correlation is introduced between the electron pressure
pedestal top and the pedestal gradients. At the same
time, it has been shown that pedestal and SOL electron
pressure gradients exhibit a linear correlation. Putting
together these two findings, a correlation between pe

95

and l p
SOL

e
appears. Considering now that λq and l p

SOL
e

are related to each other (see figure 5(a)), the correlation
between λq and pe

95 follows. This may be the
explanation behind the Alcator C-Mod scaling as well
and it could be supported by their observation of a
correlation between λq, l pe

and the pedestal pressure
evolution [19].

(ii) The connection between SOL and edge confined region.
At first glance, it may sound surprising that a SOL
quantity (l p

SOL
e

), which is set by the competition
between parallel and perpendicular transport, and
L p

ped
e
, a quantity of the plasma confined region that is

set by perpendicular transport, could be related;
however, experimental profiles measured around the
separatrix show one characteristic decay length when
plotted in logarithmic scale [15, 18]. Also, simulations
carried out with the 2D drift-fluid code ESEL [36] show
no abrupt change of edge temperature and density
profiles around the separatrix. These experimental and
numerical evidences point towards a connection
between near-SOL and pedestal regions. For complete-
ness, it should be mentioned that in nitrogen seeded
discharges at AUG, a de-correlation between pedestal

Figure 7. SOL electron density decay length (a) and SOL electron pressure decay length (b) against SOL electron temperature decay length
across different confinement regimes. In panel (a) dashed and solid lines represent ηe=2 and ηe=1, respectively, with h l l=e n Te e being
the gradient length ratio. In panel (b), the relations l l= 2 3p Te e and l l= 2p Te e are depicted as a dashed and solid line, respectively.

Figure 8. SOL power decay length λq against SOL electron temperature (a) and electron density (b) decay lengths. The light green line in
panel (a) represents expected values of λq in the Spitzer–Härm electron heat conduction regime.
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top electron pressure and SOL electron temperature
decay length has been observed [38]; however, it could
be that the aforementioned correlation between SOL
and pedestal electron pressure gradients is still retained,
with the difference being that in this case, a larger
pedestal top value is achieved due to the inward shift of
the pedestal profile (typical of N seeded discharges
[39]). Evidence of a connection between SOL and
confined edge region is also given by recent experi-
ments carried out at the TJ-II stellarator [21]. It was
observed that the turbulence spreading in the SOL (the
nonlocal nonlinear growth rate of turbulence) decreases
when a transport barrier in the plasma edge is present
(i.e. when turbulence is reduced at the edge plasma).
This suggests that the turbulence in the SOL comes
from the confined edge region, tightly binding the
turbulence in the SOL and confined edge region of
fusion devices.

An interesting physical picture that allows us to interpret
the observed correlation between SOL and pedestal pressure
gradients is given in [18, 19]. As shown in these papers, the
edge pressure gradient appears to be set by a critical-gradient
(determined by electromagnetic fluid drift turbulence), rather
than a classical diffusive-like transport. In other words, the
edge electron pressure gradient adjusts to satisfy a marginal
stability constraint. In such a picture, the correlation between
near-SOL and pedestal gradients can be interpreted as the
need for both gradients to satisfy the same marginal stability
constraints.

In any case, the main consequence of these observations
is that the pedestal electron pressure gradient and λq are
linked. In other words, across the confinement regimes ana-
lyzed, it is difficult to combine a large λq with a steep pedestal
electron pressure gradient. This would not be an obstacle to
obtain high core pressures if the pedestal width could be
freely enlarged and, consequently, high pedestal top values
could be reached. Unfortunately, the pedestal width is not
largely varying, except for some particular cases [39, 40].
Therefore, the highlighted coupling of SOL and pedestal
electron pressure gradients may be an obstacle to finding a
stable scenario that couples high core performances and a
power exhaust solution. Turning our attention to ITER, the
scaling law presented here predicts for the baseline Ip=
15 MA and Q=10 inductive H-mode burning plasma sce-
nario l 0.6 mmq,ITER and it adds up to other experimental
scaling laws [8, 11] that foreseen lq,ITER to be in the same
range of values. Yet it should be mentioned that recent
gyrokinetic [6] and fluid [7] simulations predict the ITER
edge plasma to be in a turbulence dominated regime that is
not achievable in present-day machines and that is expected to
lead to larger lq,ITER values of about 5 mm. However, also in
light of the correlation between pedestal and SOL electron
pressure gradients found in this work, further investigations
are needed to unveil whether such turbulence dominated
regime will be compatible with the achievement of the desired
high core plasma pressure.

8. Conclusions

A database that combines divertor λq measurements (from IR
cameras) and SOL electron pressure, temperature and density
decay lengths (from edge Thomson scattering) at the same
time has been assembled at ASDEX Upgrade. The database
encompasses different confinement regimes (L-mode, I-mode,
inter-ELM H-mode and stationary ELM-free H-mode), dif-
ferent divertor geometries (open versus closed divertor) and
different ion ∇ B drift directions (pointing to and away from
the active X-point). Hence, this database allows us to study λq
correlations that may hold for very different confinement
regimes and divertor conditions. This approach may help
unfold the physics that is ultimately setting λq, a key quantity
that determines the operational window of ITER [2–4] and of
any other next step fusion device. In analyzing the database,
the following conclusions have been reached:

(i) A cross-regime lq scaling is better described by a local
edge parameter, i.e. the electron pressure at ρpol=0.95
(pe

95), than by global quantities, such as the volume-
averaged plasma pressure p or the average poloidal
magnetic field á ñBpol . The λq scaling found is: [ ]l =mmq

( [ ]) ´ - p2.45 0.02 kPae
95 0.34 0.01. It groups together

all the confinement regimes analyzed, highlighting a
possible unified physics mechanism setting λq.

(ii) The power decay length λq is well correlated with both
the SOL electron pressure decay length and the pedestal
electron pressure gradient length. Hence, the edge
electron pressure gradient, no matter if taken inside or
outside the last closed flux surface, is found to be a
robust local plasma parameter able to scale λq across all
confinement regimes.

(iii) SOL and pedestal electron pressure gradient are
remarkably well correlated with each other across all
confinement regimes. This observation may suggest that
both near-SOL and pedestal electron pressure gradients
are controlled by a critical-gradient transport paradigm,
in which both near-SOL and pedestal edge electron
pressure gradients adjust themselves to satisfy the same
marginal stability constraint, as suggested in [18, 19].
The same observation may also point towards an
important role of the turbulence spreading [20] (i.e. the
non-local component of turbulence) in setting the radial
transport in the SOL, as suggested in [21].

(iv) The Spitzer–Härm electron heat conduction regime is a
reasonable approximation to estimate λq in these
attached plasmas, i.e. l l= 2 7q Te

. Nonetheless, inter-
estingly λq scaling laws better correlate with edge
electron pressure parameters, rather than electron
temperature ones, see table 2. We believe that this is
due to the close correlation between pedestal and SOL
electron pressure gradients, which allows one to better
characterize a SOL quantity such as λq with the plasma
parameters of the confined region.

The main implication of this work is that λq scales
unfavourably with pe

95 and/or with the edge electron pressure
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gradient. In particular, an increase of core plasma pressure
(which means a rise of pe

95 or a steepening of the edge electron
pressure gradient) is statistically associated with a reduction
of λq. In other words, across the confinement regimes
analyzed, it is difficult to combine a large λq with a steep
pedestal electron pressure gradient. This may be an obstacle
to finding a stable scenario that couples high core
performances and a power exhaust solution, which must, in
any case, rely on detachment.
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